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The collisionless Maxwellization of the energy distribution of an electron beam undergoing

Weibel filamentation instability in a dense background plasma is demonstrated. While binary

collisions between discrete charged particles are usually responsible for establishing the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (MBD) of non-equilibrium plasmas, we demonstrate that the

same effect is achieved through collective collisions between multiple beam filaments. The final

state of the filaments’ merger is a single pinched beam surrounded by a wide halo. An analytic

model for the equilibrated beam is developed and used to estimate spatial profiles of the pinched

beam and its halo, the temperature, and the magnetic field. Results of analytical theory agree well

with those of particle-in-cell simulations. Deviations from the MBD are explained by incomplete

Maxwellization of the electrons with high and low transverse energies. VC 2012 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4759263]

I. INTRODUCTION

The Weibel instability (WI)1–5 of plasmas with aniso-

tropic velocity distribution (for example, relativistic electron

beams propagating through the cold plasma) is one of the

most basic and long-studied collective plasma processes.

There has been a significant revival in theoretical studies of

the WI because it is viewed as highly relevant to at least two

areas of science: astrophysics of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)

and their afterglows6–11 and the fast ignitor12 scenario of the

inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Specifically, generation of

the upstream magnetic field during GRB aftershocks is con-

sidered necessary for explaining emission spectra of the

afterglows as well as for generating and sustaining collision-

less shocks responsible for particle acceleration during

GRBs. Collisionless Weibel instability is the likeliest mecha-

nism6–11 for producing such magnetic fields. The WI is likely

to play an important role in the fast ignitor scenario12

because it can result in the collective energy loss of a relativ-

istic electron beam in both coronal and core plasma

regions.12–20

The physics of the collisionless (i.e., with negligible

binary collisions) WI is relatively well understood on quali-

tative level through particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. The

beam first breaks up into a large number of small filaments

of transverse size � dp ¼ c=xp, where xp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pe2np=m

p
is

the electron plasma frequency, np is the uniform background

plasma density, and m and e are the electron mass and

charge. The subsequent cascade of merging filaments results

in a super-filament carrying the spatially compressed current

of the original beam. The emergence and subsequent merger

of beam filaments illustrated by Fig. 1 destroys the initial

detailed balance between the beam current and plasma return

current, and leads to magnetic field generation. Thus, the ini-

tial energy of directed motion of the beam is partially trans-

ferred to those of the magnetic field, transverse motion of

the beam, and the plasma. What is missing from this

description is the analytic theory capable of quantitatively

predicting some of the basic properties of the final state of

the compressed beam: its spatial density profile, transverse

temperature, and the amount of energy transferred to the

magnetic field. Here, we present such a theory in the limit

of small beam density nb � np, transverse temperature

T=mc2 � nb=np, and large initial area L2 � d2
p. Our numeri-

cal PIC simulations confirm the key assumption11 of the

theory developed below: that electron beam Maxwellization

is achieved by filament merger, even in the absence of binary

beam-plasma collisions.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

To make further analytic progress, we assume a two-

dimensional (x� y) geometry that has been frequently used

in previous computational studies,5,15,20,21 with the beam ini-

tially propagating in the uniform z-direction with the relativ-

istic momentum pb0 ¼ cb0mvb0. Although a variety of

electrostatic perturbations with finite kz are excited by the

beam, including the fast-growing oblique modes,22,23 we

leave them outside of the scope of this work because of their

much higher sensitivity to longitudinal and transverse

plasma non-uniformities24 compared with the more robust

Weibel-type electromagnetic instabilities. Throughout the

rest of the paper, all extensive quantities, such as particle

number and field/particle energies, are defined per unit

length in z. Plasma ions are assumed to be infinitely heavy

forming a uniform background of density np. Under these

assumptions, the beam’s evolution occurs on a time scale

Dt� 1=xp so that the background plasma electrons can

be treated as a charge-neutralizing fluid with the density

ne ¼ np � nb carrying the return current Jp ¼ �enevpz,
25

while the beam’s electrons must be treated kinetically.

The dominant electric and magnetic fields can be expressed

in terms of the z-component of the vector potential w as
~B?¼�~ez�~rrw;Ez¼�ð1=cÞ@tw, and ~E?¼�ðvpz=cÞ~r?w,
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while the background plasma’s motion primarily counters

that of the beam: vpz¼ ew=mc. The Ampere’s Law is then

expressed in the form of

r2
?w� k2

pð1� nb=npÞw ¼ �4pJbz=c; (1)

where Jbz is the beam’s current and Jp is absorbed in the

l.h.s. of Eq. (1). The relativistic dynamics of the individual

(jth) electron of the beam is described using the conservation

of the canonical momentum, cjvjz ¼ cj0vjz0 þ eðw� w0Þ=mc;
and the transverse equation of motion:

dðcj~vj?Þ
dt

¼ � eðvjz � ew=mcÞ
mc

~r?w; (2)

where w0 is the initial magnetic potential in the plasma

related to the plasma’s initial velocity vz0 through

vz0 ¼ ew0=mc. In the limit nb � np and vjz � �c; cj � cb,

plasma density depression and the radial electric field can be

neglected and Eqs. (1) and (2) simplify to yield

r2
?w� k2

pw ¼ �4penb; mcb

d~vj?
dt
¼ e~r?w: (3)

According to Eq. (3), the beam’s dynamics can be mathe-

matically described as a pairwise interaction between the

beam’s electrons according to the screened gravitation-like

attraction: the attraction energy between two current clumps

j
ðkÞ
bz and j

ðlÞ
bz is given by Ukl / �j

ðkÞ
bz � j

ðlÞ
bz K0ðrkl=dpÞ, where rkl

is the distance between the clumps, and K0 is the modified

Bessel function. Similar to the gravitational collapse of an

interstellar cloud resulting in star formation,26 the collapse

of an initially wide cold electron beam results in a smaller,

hot beam filament of final radius rB and temperature T.

However, as demonstrated below, there are several cru-

cial differences between the beam collapse via WI and gravi-

tational collapse of an interstellar cloud (or formally similar

Bennett self-pinching27 of a charge-neutralized electron

beam). First, both rB and T are determined primarily by the

initial beam area L2, current Ib, and dp, and not by the initial

beam temperature (which is assumed to vanish in this paper).

Second, the WI-based compression of the beam does not

proceed as a whole-beam compression. Instead, it starts from

random current fluctuations and proceeds through filamenta-

tion and multiple filaments merger that gives rise to sto-

chastic Maxwellization of the beam distribution function.

Finally, screening of the potential w on the collisionless skin

depth scale of dp results in the density profile of the

compressed beam, which is very different from the textbook

Bennett pinch equilibrium.27 Another counter-intuitive con-

sequence of the screening is that the area of the compressed

filament / r2
B is inversely proportional to the initial beam

area L2 and always smaller than d2
p. Such extreme compres-

sion is shown to be accompanied by an extensive particle

halo outside of the compressed core that contains a large

fraction of the beam’s particles.

It follows from Eq. (3) that the effective transverse

energy of the jth electron is given by �?j ¼ Kj � ewj, where

Kj ¼ cjmv2
?j=2 is the transverse kinetic energy of an ultra-

relativistic electron whose total energy can be expressed as

cjmc2 � cjmvjzcþ Kj. By defining the position-dependent

transverse temperature of the beam as the momentum space

average T̂ð~r?Þ � hKji, the total energy conservation of the

beam can be expressed as

U? ¼
ð

nbT̂dA� 1

2

ð
enbwdA ¼ const; (4)

where dA ¼ d2~r?. The potential energy given by the second

term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) includes contributions of the

magnetic field and plasma motion

� 1

2

ð
enbwdA ¼ � 1

8p

ð
j~B?j2dA� 1

2

ð
npmv2

pzdA: (5)

The negative sign of the potential energy28 is responsible for

the instability. Note that the consequence of the energy

conservation DU? ¼ 0 is that the total transverse energy

gain of the beam is equal to the sum of the magnetic energy

DUm ¼
ð

B2=8pdA and the kinetic energy of the background

plasma DUp ¼
ð

npmðv2
pz � v2

0zÞ=2dA.

III. ANALYTIC MODEL OF THE MODIFIED BENNETT
PINCH

To quantify the parameters of the self-compressed fila-

ment, we assume the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) phase space

distribution of the beam electrons f ðK;~r?Þ / expð�K=TÞ
� expðew=TÞ, which implies the Boltzmann distribution of

electron density: nb ¼ nb�expðew=TÞ. The constants nb� and

T are chosen to satisfy two conditions: (i) the total number of

FIG. 1. Snapshots of the normalized density nb=nb0 of a beam undergoing

Weibel instability. The breakup of the initially uniform beam into a large

number of non-stationary filaments ((a) and (b)) is followed by their merger

(c) and eventual coalescence into a single quasi-stationary filament (d). The

size of the compressed beam’s core rB < dp, and over 30% of the beam’s

electrons are outside of the core, forming an extended halo. Initial beam

parameters: cb ¼ 10; nb0 ¼ 10�3np; L ¼ 10dp.
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electrons N and (ii) the total energy U? in the final filament

are the same as in the initial beam with the density nb0 and

size L. Substituting nb into Eq. (3) and assuming azimuthal

symmetry yields

1

~r

d

d~r
~r

d

d~r

~w
~T

 !
¼

~w
~T
� nb�=nb0

~T
exp

~w
~T

 !
: (6)

The dimensionless (tilded) quantities are normalized acc-

ording to ~r ¼ r=dp and ð~w; ~TÞ ¼ ðew; TÞ=�0, where �0

¼ ðnb0=npÞmc2. Equation (6) can be solved numerically by

choosing ~wð0Þ � ewmax=�0 and ~T satisfying (i) and (ii).

Moreover, in the limit of a highly self-compressed beam

with characteristic size rB � dp, approximate semi-analytic

expressions for the filament’s temperature can be obtained

T � mc2=2

1þWða0L2=d2
pÞ

Ib

IA0

; (7)

where Ib ¼ enb0cL2 is the total beam current, IA0 ¼ mc3=e is

the non-relativistic limiting Alfven current, W(x) is the

Lambert W-function (defined as W expðWÞ ¼ x), and

a0 ¼ 0:0341. The filament’s effective size rB is given by

r2
B � 5ðd4

p=L2ÞW½a0ðL=dp þ A1Þ2	, where A1 ¼ 35 is a nu-

merical factor, can be used to conveniently express the

beam’s density distribution in and around the filament

nb � nb0

8d2
p=r2

B

ð1þ r2=r2
BÞ

2
~T þ nb1; (8)

as well as the magnetic potential produced by the filament:
~w � 4 ~TK0½ðr2 þ r2

BÞ
1=2=dp	 þ ~w1. Here nb1 and ~w1 are the

density and the potential far away from the filament center.

The halo density around the filament, nb1=nb0

� a1ðr2
B=d

2
pÞ ~T (a1 ¼ exp 4cE � 5, where cE is the Euler

constant), is one of the distinguishing features of the modified

Bennett pinch given by Eq. (8). Note that the standard Bennett

pinch27 given by the first term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (8) does not

possess a halo because its magnetic potential w diverges loga-

rithmically at r ¼ 1. To our knowledge, Eqs. (7) and (8) rep-

resent the first analytic theory of the modified Bennett pinch

which develops self-consistently in the presence of the Weibel

instability of an initially cold electron beam. They provide

quantitative predictions of the size of the self-compressed

beam filament’s core rB < dp, the degree of density compres-

sion nbðr ¼ 0Þ=nb0, and the amount of halo electrons outside

of the dense filament’s core. For the examples presented

below, a very significant fraction of the beam’s electrons (as

high as 1/3) are in the halo region.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To check the validity of the key assumption of the

beam’s Maxwellization, we have carried out 2D simulations

of Eqs. (1) and (2) in the domain L� L ¼ 10dp � 10dp with

grid spacings Dx ¼ Dy ¼ L=256 � 0:04dp and periodic

boundary conditions in both directions x and y, by using PIC

code developed earlier.19,25 The Helmholtz equation was

solved by the multigrid method, and a numerical heating was

avoided by implementing energy conserving algorithm.29

The initial beam density was nb0 ¼ 10�3np, and relativistic

factor cb0 ¼ 10. The time sequence of the emergence of mul-

tiple small filaments and their subsequent merger is shown in

Fig. 1. After t 
 31c�1
W (where cW ¼ xpbz

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nb0=cbnp

p
is the

typical growth rate of the WI3–6,9,16,19), filaments’ merger

eventually results in a single quasi-stationary elliptical fila-

ment undergoing slow rotation. In agreement with the ana-

lytic model, the filament consists of a dense core surrounded

by an extended halo.

The electron distribution as a function of the total trans-

verse electron energy with respect to the minimum of the

potential well wmax ¼ wðr ¼ 0Þ (defined as �tot ¼ K � eðw
�wmaxÞÞ obtained from PIC simulations is shown in Fig.

2(a). Indeed, the majority of electrons are distributed accord-

ing to the MB distribution (MBD: straight line) with temper-

ature TPIC � 1:9�0. This temperature is in good agreement

with the analytically predicted Tan � 1:88�0. Maxwellization

of beam’s electrons is accomplished through stochastic

inelastic collisions between multiple current filaments

acting as macro-particles; it does not require binary colli-

sions between individual beam or plasma particles.

FIG. 2. (a) The beam electron distribution ln½f=f ð0Þ	 as a function of etot

(in units of �0). Blue line corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution with

T ¼ TPIC ¼ 1:9�0. (b) Potential well formed by the vector potential: par-

ticles are trapped when �tot < eDw and untrapped when �tot > eDw.

(c) and (d) Beam density distribution in x and y cross sections (blue) from

PIC simulations compared to that in the modified Bennett pinch with T ¼
Tan (red) and T ¼ Tfil: (green)
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Noticeable deviations from the MBD for deeply trapped

(low energy) and untrapped (high-energy: �tot > eDw, where

Dw � wmax � w1 as illustrated in Fig. 2(b)) electrons can be

observed in Fig. 2(a). These two classes of electrons do not

experience a sufficient number of thermalizing filament

mergers either because of their peripheral location, or

because they are quickly trapped inside one of the larger fila-

ments. Specifically, the number of filament mergers experi-

enced by the un-trapped electrons is not sufficient to boost

their energy beyond �tot > 7:2�0.

Similarly, low energy electrons are confined to the cen-

ter of the filament and do not experience the time-dependent

magnetic field during filaments’ merger. Therefore, the

effective temperature Tfil � 1:3�0 obtained numerically by

averaging over all electrons in the filament, is somewhat

lower than Tan. The physical implication of the incomplete

Maxwellization of this electron population is a somewhat

reduced compression ratio nbðr ¼ 0Þ=nb0 of the final fila-

ment’s core. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the comparison of

the analytic density profiles given by Eq. (8), with T ¼ Tan

and T ¼ Tfil, to those extracted from the PIC simulation

(lineouts along the x and y axis, respectively). Clearly,

choosing T ¼ Tfil results in a better agreement between

theory and simulations. Note that the filament’s radius rB

weakly depends on the temperature, and the agreement

between the analytically predicted radius ran
b ¼ 0:37dp and

that from PIC simulations rPIC
b ¼ 0:40dp is very close.

With the assumptions of the analytic theory validated,

we can now estimate the average energy loss of the longitu-

dinal energy by a relativistic electron beam undergoing self-

compression. Using U? � 0, we find that the energy trans-

ferred from the beam longitudinal motion, <Dðcbmc2Þjj
>� �2T, is repartitioned between the beam’s transverse

energy NT (where N is the number of beam’s electrons), ki-

netic energy increase of the background plasma DUp, and the

magnetic field’s energy DUm according to the following

scalings:

DUm � 2NT
1:3rB=dp � lnðrB=dpÞ � 0:88

1þWða0L2=d2
pÞ

(9)

and DUp ¼ NT � DUm. For the parameters of the PIC simula-

tions depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, the analytic prediction of the ra-

tio between magnetic and plasma kinetic energies is DUm

¼ 0:52NT and DUp ¼ 0:48NT. This repartition ratio is in

agreement with the results of PIC simulations, shown in Fig. 3.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, an analytical model describing the self-

pinching of a relativistic charge-neutralized electron beam

undergoing the collisionless Weibel instability in an over-

dense plasma has been developed. The model accurately pre-

dicts the final temperature and size of the self-focused

filament. It is found that the final temperature is primarily

defined by the total beam’s current, while the filament’s ra-

dius is shown to be smaller than the collisionless skin depth

in the plasma and primarily determined by the beam’s initial

size. The model also accurately predicts the repartitioning ra-

tio of the initial energy of the beam’s forward motion into

the magnetic field energy and the kinetic energy of the sur-

rounding plasma. The density profile of the final filament is

shown to be a superposition of the standard Bennett pinch

profile and a wide halo surrounding the pinch, which con-

tains a significant fraction of the beam’s electrons. PIC simu-

lations confirm the key assumption of the analytic theory:

the collisionless merger of multiple current filaments in the

course of the Weibel Instability provides the mechanism

for Maxwellization of the beam’s distribution function.

Deviations from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution are

explained by incomplete thermalization of the deeply

trapped and halo electrons. It is conjectured that the simple

expression derived here can be used for understanding coll-

sionless11,22 shock acceleration and magnetic field amplifica-

tion in astrophysical plasmas.

One of the interesting questions left out of the scope of

this paper is the detailed dynamics of the beam merger and

self-pinching. It is clear that for a very large initial transverse

area of the beam, interaction between separate filaments

becomes weak at the late stages of the merging, and many

factors (e.g., initial conditions, collisions between plasma

electrons and ions, inhomogeneity of the density in the halo)

influence the merging process.
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